Structure-based characterization of canine-human chimeric uricases and its evolutionary implications.
Uricase was lost in hominoids during primate evolution, but the inactivation mechanism remains controversial. To investigate the inactivation process of hominoid uricase, chimeric constructions between canine and human uricase were employed to screen the target regions that may contain labile or inactivated mutations in deduced human uricase. Four chimeric uricases were constructed and showed different enzymatic characteristics. Homology modeling, rational site-directed mutagenesis and DNA alignment were used to analyze the changes. Arg119 is conserved in functional mammalian uricases and its side-chains are crucial in maintaining the stability of the β-barrel core. A single CGT (Arg) to CAT (His) mutation at codon 119 that is shared by the human and great ape clade greatly reduces this stability and could cause the loss of uricase activity. We speculate that this missense mutation occurred first and inactivated the uricase protein in humans and great apes and that later the known nonsense mutation at codon 33 occurred and silenced the uricase gene. A single GTC (Val) to GCC (Ala) mutation at codon 296 in canine uricase is regarded as deleterious structural mutation, but such kinds of deleterious mutations have been widely accumulated in extant mammalian uricases. We speculate that a reduction in uricase activity has been an evolutionary tendency in mammals. Moreover, from structure-activity analysis of helix 2 in ancestral primate uricase, we suggest that before the inactivation of hominoid uricase, deleterious structural evolutionary changes had occurred in ancestral primates. The loss of hominoid uricase should be caused by progressive multistep mutations rather than a single mutation event.